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INT. 4TH BUNKER - RASHAD DISTRICT - NIGHT
A piece of paper gripped in their hand, BARRETT moves
quickly up to WALKER who stares out the PEER-GLASS into
the darkness.
BARRETT
We've got a problem.
WALKER
Just one? Damn and I thought this was
gonna be a tough job.
BARRETT
There's a leak in the sponge-board on
level 4.
WALKER
What did the techs say?
BARRETT
It's not a tech issue - it's a mechanical
one.
Walker looks at Barrett, the obvious question hanging.
BARRETT (CONT’D)
We don't have any mechanical personnel at
this location.
WALKER
Who's bright idea was that?
BARRETT
Apparently nobody told them they weren't
allowed to die shutting down the core
processor during the last attack.
WALKER
Damn inconsiderate of them.
BARRETT
I'm sure they're very sorry. You do
realize that if the -WALKER
Use 2 of the new recruits.
BARRETT
The recruits? As what? Human shields?
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WALKER
All new recruits engaged after 6-12 were
run through a modified tech and mech
program. Maybe they picked up enough to
do some good.
BARRETT
Whose idea was that?
WALKER
A brilliant man no doubt.

Barrett picks up a handset and presses a few buttons.
BARRETT
(into handset)
Hanz - I need you to pick two of the
newbies and take them to the site. I
know, just - they'll understand.
Barrett hangs up. Looks at Walker who has resumed his
vigil.
BARRETT (CONT’D)
You're not going? They need -WALKER
They need to believe that what they're
facing is just business as usual for us.
The minute they start thinking everything
depends on them... not everybody is quite
a graceful under pressure as you,
Barrett.
Barrett sizes Walker up.
BARRETT
You know, sir, I don't get you. Near as I
can figure you didn't have to be here.
You do realize you're the only person in
this bunker, hell, in this quad that
doesn't have to be here. Why would you
purposely -WALKER
How could I bear to miss out on the
pleasure of your company, Barrett?
Besides, they say we need a little, what,
jolt to keep us going.
BARRETT
If that sponge-board fails sir, it's not
a little jolt that we'll all be feeling.
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WALKER
You believe in it, Barrett?
BARRETT
In what, sir?
WALKER
The mission. The plan. Our chances.
BARRETT
"Fortitude is made when the--"
WALKER
I know the motto, Barrett. Hell I
practically wrote it. It sounds real good
when you're trying to pump up some
greenhorn to walk into almost certain
death. Motto's are the dreams we tell
ourselves that can come true. The truth
can't sell a war. Never could.
BARRETT
(beat)
If you're not feeling up to handling the WALKER
There's nothing to handle, Barrett. It
will either work or it won't. "Things
always work out for the best?" Tell that
to a grieving mother or father when they
send you on Final Notice detail. Now let
me do my job. If they fix that thing then
the real work will have to begin. And
it's out there.

He gazes intently out the peer-glass. Barrett pauses
briefly then exits.
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